WHY VYOND?
Vyond allows anyone in any industry or job role to
create dynamic, engaging media. With features
that go beyond moving text and images, you can
build character-driven stories or compelling data
visualizations that engage audiences and deliver
results. Vyond combines an intuitive, powerful
video editing platform with training, support,
and enterprise-level security to ensure that
organizations of any size and individuals of any
skill level can make media that moves.

ENTERPRISE LEVEL SECURITY
Vyond Studio is designed to comply with
your organization’s security requirements.
Administrator-controlled password compliance
and compatibility with both Google and Office
365 single sign-on ensure that your sensitive
company data will remain secure.
As enthusiastic advocates of consumer and
enterprise data privacy, it’s important that you
know that your data is in good hands. We take the
handling of user data incredibly seriously, and fully
comply with GDPR data handling requirements.

ENGAGE YOUR AUDIENCE WITH
DYNAMIC VIDEO
Dynamic content can make all the difference
in creating a video that leaves a lasting impact.
Vyond Studio makes it easy to create dynamic
video for any situation. Mix multiple styles,
create custom characters for any setting or
job role then bring them to life with realistic
movement, actions, and automatic lip-sync. Or
spice up one of our pre-made templates with
your own imported media. Regardless of artistic
or technical aptitude, Vyond Studio makes it
simple for anyone to make video that leaves an
impact.

TEAM COLLABORATION
Vyond Studio makes it easy for entire teams to
work together and stay on the same page. Share
custom characters, uploaded assets, and custom
templates throughout your team - an easy,
efficient way to save time and stay on-brand.
Team members can share videos throughout
their organization, making it simple to distribute
production tasks throughout your team.

GET TEAMS UP TO SPEED
WITH VYOND ACCEL

STAY ON-BRAND
Vyond Studio makes it easy to maintain consistent
branding across your team’s videos. Upload
company logos to appear on all videos, easily
change prop colors with our new contemporary
style to match your brand, share and re-use intros,
outros, and other commonly used sequences
amongst your team, and much more.

EASY TO USE
Vyond Studio is built to be easy to pick up,
removing the complexity of creating professional
video. Our new expanded timeline brings the mostused features of Vyond Studio to the forefront,
allowing users to make quick changes to the timing
of actions, effects, and camera movements
directly from the timeline itself.

Vyond Accel helps large organizations define,
deliver, and standardize video-making skills
and best practices to get the most out of your
communications. The Vyond Accel program
takes the unique needs and goals of your
organization and provides individualized training
and resources to get your team up to speed and
ready to create engaging, effective media.

